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Abstract. We give an algorithm constructing any finite maximal code over a two-letter alphabet 
A = (a, 6) having a factorization of the form C - 1= P(A ‘- l)S, where S and P are finite subsets 
of A* and either P or S is contained in a*. This family contains any finite maximal code over A 
having at most two 6’s in each word. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of vuriuble-length codes was born in Shannon’s early works on informa- 
tion transmission in the 1940s. It was subsequently developed in an algebraic 
direction by Schfitzenberger and his school [ 181, and it is now a part of theoretical 
computer science related to automata theory, finite monoid theory, formal power 
series and languages theory. For a complete survey of the theory of codes see [l]. 
One of the most important problems in this theory is the construction of maximal 
codes (codes which are not proper subsets of any code). This problem is related to 
Schiitzenberger’s conjecture offuctoaizutiorz of codes [1,2]: given the noncommutative 
polynomial of a maximal finite code C, there would be noncommutative polynomials 
P, S with coefficients 0 or 1 such that 
C-l=P(A-1)s. (1.1) 
Some partial results on this conjecture are known [ 1,4,5,7,14,15]. Reutenauer 
[ 14,151 showed that (1.1) holds for any finite maximal code C if we take e S E B(A). 
Restivo [ 121 gave the complete structure of the finite maximal codes over a two-letter 
alphabet A = {u, b} having at most one b in each word, and he showed that these 
codes are factorizing (see also [ 1 l] for another proof). This remains true in the case 
of two b’s [7]. 
The aim of this paper is to construct he family 9 of the finite maximal codes C 
over a two-letter alphabet A having a factorization of the form C - 1 = P(A - 1)s 
where P, S are finite subsets of A* and either or S is contained in Q*. This family 
* This work has been supported by P.R.C. Mathematiques et Informatique, Prance. 
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contains any finite max!mal code with two 6’s. This construction is related to Krasner 
and Ranulac’s algorithm [lo] constructing any factorization of the polynomial 
P(n)=l+a+a*+* l -+a”-’ 
as a product of two polynomials having real non-negative coefficients. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give some basic definitions 
and known results. In Section 3 we give Krasner and Ranulac’s algorithm in a fit 
form for our purposes. In Section 4 we prove that any finite maximal code of the 
family 9 can be constructed starting from a factorization of P(n) and from some 
solutions of the inequality 
aL+J~aL+J+l+aJ 
(1.2) 
where aJ is one polynomial of the factorization of P(n) (see Theorem 4.3). This 
result is a generalization of a theorem due to Reutenauer [ 163. By this result we 
have that any finite maximal code with two b’s belongs to 9 (see Proposition 4.1). 
After Section 5, which contains some technical lemmas, we give an algorithm 
solving inequality (I .2) and constructing codes in Section 6 (Remark 6.1 Lemmas 
6.2,6.3,6.4). Finally, we prove a result relating solutions of (1.2) to the factorizations 
of cyclic groups (Proposition 6.6). 
Techniques developed in this paper can probably bc extended to construct other 
families of factorizing codes. 
2. Definitions 
Let A be a finite alphabet and A* the free monoid generated by A. We denote 
by 1 the empty word and A+= A*\l. For any word w E A* we denote by 1 WI the 
length of w and, for any letter x E A, by 1 wlx the number of occurrences of the letter 
x in w. 
If w, x1, x2 E A* are such that w = xl x2, then x1 (resp. x2) is a prefix (resp. sufix) 
of w, and a proper prefix (resp. suffix) if x1 # w (resp. x2 # w). A subset C of A* is 
a code if C* is a free submonoid of A* of base C. In other words, C is a code if, 
for any xl,. . . , xn, x’,, . . . , x’, E C, the equation 
x ,... x*=x;...x:, 
implies 
n=m and ViE(l,...,n} xi=$. 
C is a preJix (resp. su@x) code if no word in C is a proper prefix (resp. suffix) of 
another word of C; that is, 
CnCA+=@ (resp. A+C n C = 8). 
A code C is maximal if C is not a proper subset of another code, i.e., 
C’code,CEC’ a C=C’. 
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A code C is complete if we have 
WWEA” A* WA* n C* # 0. 
These noticns are related by the following fundamental resu!t of Schiitzenberger 
(see [l]). 
Theorem 2.1. Let C be a finite code. C is maximal if and only if C is complete. 
If C is a finite maximal code then, for each letter a E A, there is a positive integer 
n such that a* E C (see [ 11). 
We denote by K(A) (resp. K [ A]) the semiring of the noncommutative (resp. 
commutative) polynomials generated by A over a semiring K,Z the ring of the 
integers, N the semiring of the nonnegative integers. For any PE K(A), X G A*, 
w E A*, we denote by (P, w) the image of w by P and we set 
uvo= c u?wh 
WEX 
We also stress [3] that if K is commutative and B is sn alphabet, any homomorphism 
Q : A* + K(B) can be extended in only one way as a homomorphism of semirings 
q%(A)+ K(B) such that ~1~ =id by Q(P) =zwEA* (P, w)Q(w). 
Any finite subset X of A* will be identified with its characteristic polynomial. A
finite maximal code C isfactorizing if there are two polynomials P, S with coefficients 
0 or 1 such that 
C-l=P(A-1)s. (1.1) 
The following result shows that we can take P, S E N(A) in (1.1). 
Theorem 2.2 (Reutenauer [14,15]). Let C, P, S&I(A) such that C-l = P(A-1)s 
with (C, 1) = 0. Then C is a finite maximal code and P, S have coeficients 0 or 1. 
Then we have the following conjecture [l]. 
Conjecture (Schtitzenberger). Any finite maximal code is factorizing. 
Reutenauer [ 14,151 showed that (1.1) holds for any finite maximal code C if we 
take P, S E Z(A). 
In the following we suppose that A = {a, b} is a two-letter alphabet. The following 
results are also needed. 
2.3 (De Feiice and Reutenauer [7]). Let C bP a finite maximal code which 
has at most two JS in each word. Then C verifies the factorization conjecture. 
The case of one b was solved by Restivo [ 121, who gave the complete structure 
of this family of codes. 
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Let Z, be the group of integers modulo n and let T, R be two subsets of N. The 
pair ( T, R) is a factorization of Z,, if each element of (0, . . . , n - 1) may be written 
uniquely as a sum module n of an element of T and an element of R (see [g]). We 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4 (Restivo et al. [ 131). Let C be a finite maximal code such that b E C and 
let ( T, R) be the pair of sets of integers dened as follows: 
T={iEMIa’b+n C#O}, R={jENIb?nCf@}. 
Then ( T, R) is a factorization of Z, where n is the integer such that a* E C. 
For any subset I we denote by card(l) the cardinality of I. Moreover, if I G N, 
we denote by min I the smallest element of I. 
If k, h E N we write k] h if A- is a divisor of h. 
For any n E N we denote by P(n) E N[a] the polynomial defined by 
“-1 
P(n)=l+a+a2+=.~+an-L=Q- 
a-1. 
Let us denote by N1 = N[ l] the semiring of N-sets of nonnegative integers (sets of 
nonnegative integers in which any element can appear with any multiplicity) [S]. 
In the following we suppose for any L, J s N that L+ J, L u J are N-sets (unless 
they are explicitly stated to be subsets of N). 
For any I EN, let us denote by a’ the image of I by the homomorphism from 
N1 to N[a] defined by n&l+a”: 
VIEN1 a’= C (I, i)a’. 
iEl 
Then we have the following rules: 
aL+J _ - aLaJ 9 
Moreover, we set 
VkEN I+k=I+{k}. 
In the following we consider some special inequalities with the form 
aL+J<aL+J+I+aJ 
0.2) 
where J is a given subset of N. A solution of (1.2) is any finite subset L of N such that 
a L+J+l + aJ - aL+J E &q a]. 
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3. Krasner and Ranulac’s algoritlnm 
All the results contained in this section were obtained by Krasner and Ranulac 
[lo]. They proved that the polynomial: 
is a product of two polynomials with real nonnegative coefficients if and only if we 
have 
P(n) = a’a’ 
where Q’ and a’ are polynomials with coefficients 0 or 1, obtained by taking a chain 
of divisors of n: 
b= l]kl = klk21 l . . Ik,lk,+, = n, (3 1) . 
a partition ( V, Q) of { 1,. . . , r+ l}, and by setting 
akq- 1 
RFQuV P”=akq, -- 1s 
.I = n Pq, aJ = n PO. 
wQ VEV 
(3.2,3.3) 
Thus, (Z, J) is a pair of subsets of N such that for any t E (0,. . . , n - 1) there i- only 
one pair (i, j) E Z x J such that i +j = t. 
In the following either (Z, .Z) or (a’, uJ ) can be used to denote a Krasner and 
Ranulac’s factorizing pair, which we will call a fuctorization of P(n). The length of 
(3.1) is r+ 1. 
In the following we suppose 1 E K Of course, for any t E (0,. . . , r} we suppose 
that card( Vn{t, t+l}) = 1, 
Remark 3.1. For each q E Q u V\{ l), k$,. Tlzen, by (3.2) and (3.3), we have 
aJPT’, a1 cN[ak]. (3.4) 
In other words, if {j,, . . . , jP} is the subset of N such that 
J=- (j,,. . .,j,}+{0,. . . , k-l}, 
then we have 
V&Z i=O(modk), 
VSE{O,... ,p} j,=O(modk). 
mma 3.2. Let (Z, J) be the factorization of P( n) obtained by 3.1. Setting 
Uk=J,, (jo,...,jpVk=L 
HEN J,=mZ+(O,l,...,m- 
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we have 
(1) (II, J1) is the factorization of P(n/k) obtained by the chain of length r: 
11;1$1.. . pi+; 
(2) (IO, Jo) is the factorization of P(nm) obtained by the chain of length r + 2: 
llmlkmlkzml l l 13c;mlk,+,m = mn. 
Proof. By Remark 3.1, eq. (3.4) we have 
P(n)Pr’= a’(aJPy’)EN[ak]. (3.5) 
Let q be the isomorphism between N[ ak] and N[.x] defined by ak + x. Since kz E Q 
and by Krasner and Ranulac’s algorithm applied to the image of (3.5) by q, we 
have that (1) holds. 
We can show (2) by a similar argument using the isomorphism between N[a] and 
N[X”]. cl 
Let us consider the following algorithm. 
Algorithm. Set (I,, Jo) = (I, J). For each 4 3 1, if there is an mq 2 2 such‘ that 
z (l_l~N and ViEI& i=O(modm,), 
J &..,jp}+{ q-l = 11 ,l,...,m,-l}c,N\{O} 
VSE{O,..., P) j,=O(modm,), 
then set 
Uq, J,) = Kb l . l ,jpVmq, a,-Jm,h 
For example, if we start from the factorization of P(60): 
(I, J) = ({0,2,4,30,32,34}, (0, 1,6,7,12,13,18,19,24,25)), 
this algorithm gives the result in Fig. 1. 
We have the following theorem. 
3.3. Let (Z, J) be a pair of subsets of IV. (Z, J) is a factorization of P(n) if 
and only if using the preceding algorithm we obtain the pair ({0}, (0)) = (Zt, JI 1 in a 
finite number t of steps, and if t 2 1, we !*ave n = m, m2 l . 9 m,. Moreover, if (Z, J) is 
a firctorization of P(n ), for any s+ep q a 1, (I,, Jq ) is a factorization of 
P(n/m,m2a - l mq). 
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11 
12 
13 
14 
1 0,2,4,30,32,34, 1 0,1,6,7,12,13,18,19,24,25 I Jo 
ml =2 
I 0,3,6,9,12 I 0, 1,2, IS, 16,17 I Jl 
I ma=3 -7 
I $5 I 0, VA4 I 52 
I m3= 5 I 
I 0 I 091 
m4 =2 
I 0 
J3 
J4 
Fig. 1. 
Proof. Let (1, J) be the factorization of P(n) obtained by the chain 
If n = 1, the statement holds. Suppose n > 1. We show the statement by induction 
on r. Suppose that r= 0. Then we have I = (0) and J = (0,. . . , n - 1). By the 
foregoing algorithm we get 
(4, -4 ) = ((01, 101) 
with nrl = n and the statement holds. 
Suppose that it holds for integers r’< r with r > 0. If we set 
4 = Ilk 4 = (j,, . . . JJlk 
by Lemma 3.2(l), (II, JI) 2s a factorization of P( n/ k) obtained by a chain of length 
r. By the induction hypothesis, starting from (II, J1) we cbtain ({0}, (0)) in a finite 
number t of steps. We have t > 0 since r > 0. Then, by the induction hypothesis, we 
have 
nJk=m+.mi. 
Set 
k=m,, k&(1,...,?} m:=m,+,. 
Starting from (I, J) we get c(O), (0)) by the foregoing algorithm in a finite number 
t + 1 of steps. Moreover, we have 
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Conversely, let (I, J) be a pair of subsets of N verifying the hypothesis of the 
statement. We now show the statement by induction over t. If t =0, WC have 
(I, J) = ({0}, (0)) and the statement is true. Supgos: Chat = 1. Then we have 
I = 101, J={O,l,..., ml-l}. 
Therefore, (1, J) is a factorization of P( m,) and tl+. statement holds. 
Suppose now that it is true for t’ with 0 < t’ < t. Let us consider (II, JI): starting 
from it we get ((O}, (0)) in a finite number t - 1 of steps (since this holds for (I, J)) 
and t - 12 1. By the induction hypothesis, (I,, J1 ) is 3 factorization of P( mz . l . m, ). 
Moreover, we have 
I = ml J1, J=m,I,+{O,l,..., m,-1). 
By, Lemma 3.2(2), (I, J) is a factorization of P(m, m2 l . l m,) and the statement 
holds for R cl 
4. A basic inequality 
Let us consider the family $ of factorizing codes C: C - 1 = P(A - 1)s where 
P, S are linite subsets of A* such that either P or S is contained in Q*. We will 
show that 9 contains codes with two b’s (Proposition 4.1). Moreover, we will prove 
(Theorem 4.3) that any element of 9 can be constructed starting from a factorization 
(I, J) of P(n) and by solutions csf the following inequalities: 
a L+J < aL+J+I + =J, a M+IqM+f+l+afe (4.1,4.2) 
These results are a generalization of a theorem of Reutenauer [ 16, Theorem 4.61. 
tion 4.1. Let C be a finite maximal code with two b’s. Then C belongs to 95 
Proof. Let C be a finite maximal code with two b’s and let n be the integer such 
that u” E C. By Theorem 2.3, C is a factorizing code. Then there are finite subsets 
P, S of A* such that 
C-l=P(A-1)s (1.1) 
We must prove that either P or S is contained in Q”. 
Let us consider pbs with 
J;E P: lplb = t = SUPIlP’lb, P’E PI, 
s E s: ISIb = h = SUP(IS’lb, S’E S}. 
By definition of t and h, we have 
(PS,pbs)=(PaS,pbs)=O. 
is equation, by (1.1) implies 
pbs)+(Pa 
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i.e., pbs E C. Therefore we get 
(pb&=t+h+ls2 + t+h61 
and the conclusion holds. cl 
Let us consider the family 9’s ZF defined by 
CE~’ e C&Fand Pc,a*. 
Moreover, for each r E N, let us defined the set A, E A* as follows: 
VP&I A,={w~A*~~w~~=r}. 
We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.2. Let k E IN. Let P, So, S,, . . . , Sk be finite subsets of A* such that P G a* 
and S,c, A, for each r~ (0,. . . , k}. Let Co, C,, . . . , Ck+* be polynomials in Z(A) 
deBned as follows: 
c(J= P(a - l)S*+ 1, 
Vre{l,. . . , k+l} c,=P(a+b-l)(&,+- l +S,,,)+l. 
Then Ck+* E N(A) if and only if we have 
Co E ML (4.3) 
vtGil,..., k} P(a - l)S, + PbS,_, E N(A). (4.4) 
Moreover, if C k+f~N(A) then wehaveforeach r~{l,...,k+l}, 
(Cr,l)=(Co,l)=O and C&9’. 
Proof. Since we have 
Vsak+2VwEA, (Ck+,, w)=O, 
VW E Ak+l (Ck+l, w)=(P& w&O, 
Ck+, EN(A) if and only if we have 
VE{O,..., k}VwEA, (Ck+l, w)aO. 
By definition of S,, these inequalities hold if and only if we have 
VweAO (Ck+*, w)=(CO, w)aO 
and 
Vrc{l,..., k}VwEA, (Ck+,, w)=(P(a-l)S,+PbS,-+w)~O. 
Since we have 
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and, for each r E { 1, . . . , k}, 
P(a-l)Sr+I%Sr_,N(A) e VWEA, (P(a-l)S,+Pb%,, w)H, 
the first part of the conclusion holds. 
Suppose Ck+l E N(A). By (4.3), Co is in N(a). Let p E P (resp. s E So) be a word 
of minimal length in P (resp. So). We have 
(PS*,ps)a 1. 
These inequalities imply p = s = 1 E P n So. Then we have 
VE{l,..., k+1} (c,,1)=(c~,1)=(1-Ps,,1)=0. 
Finally, if C,,, E N(A), by (4.3) and (4.4), we have C, E N(A) for each r in (0, . . . , 
k + 1). By Theorem 2.2, we have the conclusion. Cl 
Now we can prove the following theorem. 
Theoremn 4.3. Let C E Z(A). Then C E 9’ if and only if there exist n, k E N and a 
factorization (I, J) of P(n) such that 
(resp. C-l=a’(a+b-l)(S,,+***+&)) 
with 
SO=aJ (resp. SO= a’) 
and 
VaE{l,...,k} F = C a”trbw (resp. Sr = C aLwbw), 
“VE Sr-, WE&, 
where, for each w E Sr-l, M, ( resp. L, ) is a solution of the follotiing inequality: 
a M+IsaM+l+l+aI (resp. aL+‘GaL+‘+‘+aJ) (4.2,4.1) 
Proof. Let C be an element of H(A). By Theorem 2.2 and the definition of 9, we 
have C E s’ if and only if there exist finite subsets P, SO, . . . , Sk with P c a*, S, c A, 
for each r in (0,. . . , k} and such that 
C=l+P(a+b-l)(SO+~=~+Sk)EN(A), (C, l)=O. 
By Proposition 4.2, these relations are equivalent o the following ones: 
(4.3) 
PE{l,... , k} P(a-I)$+ (494) 
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Moreover, we have that (4.3) holds if and only if Co is a finite maximal code over 
Q*, i.e. (see [l]), 
3IEN a”= c(-J== P(a - I&+ 1. 
That is, by Krasner and Ranulac’s algorithm (see Section 3), there exists a 
factorization (I, J) of P(n) such that 
P=d, Sn=aj. 
Now we have 
Vr~{l,. . . , k} ~S~_-,EA,_.., Sr= C a”wbw, 
Wag.-, 
where, for each w E S:_,, M, is defined by 
M, ={id+.JIu’bwE S,}. 
Then (4.4) can be written as follows: 
V~{4,...,kj C dW1*M”bw- C u’C~~~bw+a’bS,_,EN(A) (4.4’) 
w&L, WEi;* 
We have S,+ c S:_, (M, can be empty). Thus we must prove that (4.4’) holds if 
and only if we have 
Vrc {I,. . . , kj S;_, c S,+ (4.5) 
and 
WPE{l,..., kj VW E S;_, U”/+‘< a”,,+r+l+ & (4.6) 
First we remark that if (4.4’) holds, then (4.5) holds. Indeed, suppose that (4.4’) 
holds and, by contradiction, let w be a word in S:_,\Sr_,, with r E (1,. . . , kj. Let 
m = min Iw,. Since (S,, a “bw) 2 1, we have 
O~(a*+‘Sr+albSr__,-a’S,,a”bw)=-(a’S,,a”bwjsl 
which is a contradiction. 
By this remark, we deduce that (4.4’) holds if and only if we have 
Vre{l,..., kj S;_,cS,_,, 
c (a ‘+l+M,,. + a 
1 - (L ‘+ M,,) bw E N(A); 
We& 
that is, if and only if (4.5) and (4.6) hold. q 
Remark 4.4. By Theorem 4.3, we have a characterization of the codes in 5 Indeed, 
for any subset X of A*, let X- defined as follows (see [ 11): 
X-={a,...a,~ndtl,ai ,..., a,,cA: a, . ..a.EXj. 
It is clearly evident that C E 9 if and cnly if either C E 9’ or C’ E 9’. 
By Theorem 4.3, if (resp. L) is a solution of ( -2) (resp. Wl)), then 
M+‘+l+a ; -a”+I (resp. ,L+J+l+~J-aL+J) is a lynomial with coefficients 0,l. 
will give a direct proof of this statement (see mark 6.7). 
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By Theorem 4.3 we have the following characterization of codes with two b’s. 
Theorem 4.6 (Reutenauer [Hi]). Let C E P(A) be a polynomial such that (C, w) = 
0, VW E A*, 1 wlb 3 3. 7hen C is a maximal code if and only if there are an n E N, a 
factorization (I, J) of P(n), a solution Ls of (4.1) (resp. M, of (4.2)) for any q E I 
(resp. for any t’ E J) such that 
C-l= a’+ C aqbaLq (a-i-b-l)aJ, 
WI > 
resp. C-l=a’(a+b-1) a“+ C a”vbav . 
veJ 
4.7. We stress that if C E 9’ is a code with k + 1 b’s and if z E C is a word 
with k + 1 b’s, then z has the form 
3&I z=a’bw. 
Moreover, we have a’bw E C. 
Then, by Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we have that any code C E 9’ with 
k+ 1 b’s can be constructed by a code C’E 9’ with k b’s in the following way: we 
take the subset D = {a ‘bw},, T of words of C’ having k b’s, a solution M,+, of (4.2) 
for each w and we set 
C= C’- z a’bw+ C atbaMlrbw+ C (at+l+M,.-at+M,,,~a”)bw. 
WET WET WET 
In particular, for codes with two b’s Theorem 4.6 states that a finite subset C of 
A* with two b’s is a maximal code if and only if we have either 
or 
C=a”-t- C atbaMvbav+ C (a”v+t+l-aMv+t+at)bav 
VEJ VEJ 
where n E N, (I, J) is a factorization of P(n), Mv (resp. L,) is a solution of (4.2) 
(resp. of (4.1)) for each v E J (resp. q E I). 
In this section we give some lemmas needed for 3ur construction. 
For any finite set M c N we note 
={mEMlm-ltiM), M+={m+llmEM,m+ltiM). 
can give the graphic representation of Fig. 2 of the relation between 
in which consecutive integers are represented by consecutive vertical segments. 
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Fig. 2. 
Remark 5.1. For any A4 G N we have the following equation: 
aM(0-l)=a”+-a”-. 
Remark 5.2. Let (I, J) be a factorization of P(n) with 
J={j, ,..., j,}+{O ,..., k-l}. 
Then we have 
J_={jO,...,jp], J+-J_+k 
Lemma 5.3. Let J = {j,, . . . , jp} + (0, . . . , k - 1). The inequalities 
a L+J < aL+J+l + aJ, a L+J_ < a L+J_+k + aJ (5.1,5.2) 
have the same set of solutions. 
Proof. Straightforward since, by Remarks 5.1 and 5.2, we have 
a L+J+l -a L+J+ aJ =aLaJ(a-l)+aJ=aL(aJ+-a’-)+aJ 
= a L+J_+k -Q~+~-+L~~J, cl 
Defbition 5.4. Let k be an element of N. For any t E (0, 1, . . . , k - 1) and a subset 
k, of N, let [L], be the intersection between L and the class of t modulo k: 
[L], = {m E Llm = t(mod k)}. 
Remark 5.5. For any L, M c N, k E N 
aLSaM G=S VtE{O,...,k-1) aTL1~~acM1~. 
Let J={j,,. ..,jp]+{O,. . ., k - 1). A subset L of N is a solution of the 
inequality 
aL+JdaL+J+l+aJ s(5.1) 
if and only if 
vt~{O,...,k-1) aCL1~+J-G(aCL1l+k+a’)aJ-. (5.3) 
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f. By Lemma 5.3, L is a solution of (5.1) if and only if L is a solution of the 
llowing inequation: 
a L+J_ < qL+J_+k+ aJ. WI 
By Remark 5.5, we have that (5.2) holds if and only if 
Vt E (0,. . . , k - 1) aIL+‘-lt < q[L+J-+k4 + (r[Jlt (5.4) 
and, by Remark 3.1, (5.4) holds if and only if (5.3) holds. Cl 
Lemma 5.7. (i) Let C, BE N(A) and k E N. Then 
(ii) Vk E N, S, TG N, VA,, f.4, E IV: 
CA sakSd C plakt @ 
SES ter 
CA sasS C p,a’ 
SES teT 
roof. (i): Let w E A* and Cak s Bak. Then 
(C, w)=(Cak, wak)+Bak, wa”)=(B, w). 
Let CG B and w= wIak, w,cA*. Then 
(Cak, w)=(C, w,)s(B, wl)=(Bak, w). 
(ii) is straightforward in view of the isomorphism between N[ak] and N[a]. 0 
Lemma 5.8. A set M G N is a solution of 
aM+I S aM+I+l + .I (resp. a”+JdaM+J+l+aJ) 
if and only if 
a M-+l<aM++I+al (resp. a”-+JSaM++J+aJ). 
Proof. Straightforward since, by Remark 5.1, we have 
a M+I+l -a M+t+aI =a”a”(a-l)+a’ =af(aM+-a”-)+a’ 
=a I+M+_ I+M a -+a’. 
In the same way we can show that the statement holds with respect o J. Cl 
a 5.9. Let M, T9 S, T’ bejnite subsets of IV. If we have alw+rs aS+T+ a T’, then 
card( M)card( T) =G card( S)card( T) + card( T’). 
roof. Straightforward since 
card( S)card( T) + card( T’) - card( M)card( T) 
is the image of as+T+aT’-aM+T by the homomorphism from N(a) to N defined 
by aj+l for anyj4’U 0 
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emark 5.10. By Remark 5.1 and Lemma 5.9, we have that 
VMGN card(M+)=card(M_). 
Lemma 5.11. Let M be a solution of the inequality a”+’ s a”+‘+l + a’ such that 
min M = min M_ > 0. Then we have I # (0). Let k E N such that Vi E I: i = 0 (mod k). 
Then we have 
VmEM+uM_ m=O(modk). 
Proof. If M is a solution of a M+‘s a”+‘+’ + a’, then min M E I. Therefore, 
min M > 0 implies I # (0). 
(i) Forany tE{O,..., k - 1) we set, as in Definition 5.4, 
[M_],=(rn~ M_lm= t (mod k)}, CM+], = {m E M+Im = t (mod k)}. 
By Lemma 5.8 we have 
a M-+l<aM++‘+a’. (5.1) 
Since min M- > 0 implies (a”-+I, a’) = 0, by (5.1), we have 
a M-+1 < a M++Z + a Z\IOl. (5.2) 
By Remark 5.5 and the definition of k, (5.2) implies that 
aC”-IO+’ <a CM+l,+Z + a’UO1, 
Vt E (1,. . . , k - 1) aCM-lr+‘S f+“+ll+z. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(ii) By contradiction we prove that 
V,mc M+ 3i’, i,E I, m’E M_ m+i,=m’+i,. (5.5) 
Otherwise, there is an m E M+ such that (a M-+z, am+‘) = 0. This equation, by (5.2) 
implies 
aW+Z < a(M+\{m))+~ + a’\W) 
which implies, by Lemma 5.9 and Remark 5.10, 
card( M+)card( I) = card( M_)card( I) 
<(card(M+)-l)card(I)+card(I)-1 
= card( M+)card( I) - 1; 
i.e., a contradiction. Then (5.5) holds. 
(iii) By (5.3) and Lemma 5.9 we have 
card([ M_lo)card( I) s card([ M+],)card( I) + card( I) - 1 
which implies 
card( [ (5.6) 
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(iv) We prove that 
WE{l,..., k-1) [M-l,+0 * card([M-],)scard([M+],)-1. (5.7) 
Let tE{l,..., k - 1) such that [M-l, # fl and let m. = min[ II. By (5.4) we have 
ls(a Dx1,+1 ,amO)~(a[M+l~+',amo)_ 
This inequality implies 
3iutz I, mE[M+], m+i,=mo. 
Since iu 3 0, we have m I=, mo. Moreover, m f m. since moE M- c M and m E M+ G 
M\M. Then m < m. and, by definition of mo, we have 
Vm’E[M_],,Vi,E I m<m’+i, 
which implies 
(ac”-l,+l, a”) = 0 
This equation in view of (5.4) implies 
a[M_l,+Z s a(CM+l,\{mI)+Z + am+(Z\IoI) 
which implies, by Lemma 5.9, 
card([ M_],)card( I) s (card[ M,1, - l)card( I) + card( I) - 1 
= card([ M+],)card(l) - 1; 
i.e., (5.7) holds. 
(v) We prove that 
Vte{l,..., k-l} [M-j,=& (5.8) 
Set p = card({ t E { 1,. . . , k- l}l[M_], # 0)). By Remark 5.10, (5.6) and (5.7) we have 
that 
card( M+) = card( M_) = ‘i’ card([ M-],) 
r=O 
k-l 
- G C card([M+],) - “c’ 1 = card( M+) - p 
r=o 
[IM:;fffl 
which implies p = 0, i.e., (5.8). 
(vi) By (5.8) we have 
Vm’E M_ m’= 0 (mod k). 
oreover, by (5.5) and the definition of k, we have 
m=m’=O(modk) 
and the statement holds. Cl 
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In this section we give an algorithm to construct he solutions of the inequalities: 
aM+IdaM+f+l+aI, 
a 
L+J < aL+J+l + aJ. (6.1,6.2) 
This algorithm, related to Krasner and Ranulac’s one, allows us to construct the 
polynomials: 
CL(M,f)=QM+f+l+.f_.M+~ 
9 
aW,J) = &+J+l+ .J _ &+J 
. (6.1’, 6.2’) 
Let (1, J) be a factorization of P(n). By Theorem 3.3, there is a sequence of 
factorizations ( &, JJ, . . . , (I,,,, J,,, ) starting from (I, J) and ending at ({0}, (0)). 
Moreover, for any step of this algorithm we have 
3 k, E N I, = k,J,_, and 
Jr = krIr-, + (0, 1, . . . , k, - 1). 
SolutiQns of (6.1) and (6.2) are obtained as follows: We construct hem in the 
case (I, J) = ({01,{OH (R emark 6.1). We construct the solutions of (6.1) for’& starting 
from the solutions of (6.2) for Jr-l (Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4). Finally, we construct he 
solutions of (6.2) for J, starting from the solutions of (6.1) for &_+ (Lemma 6.2). 
Remark 6.1. A subset 1M c N is a solution of the inequality a M s a M+1 + 1 if and 
only if either 1M = (b or there exists a 5 E N such that 1M = (0, . . . , t}. If 1M = (0, . . . , t}, 
then we have a M+’ - a M + 1 = a’? 
Lemma 6.2. Let (I, J) be a factorization of P( n). Let k E N such that 
J=kI1+{O,l ,..., k-l}, I=& 
with (I,, J1) a factorization of P(n/ k). L is a solution of 
a L+JsaL+J+“+.J (6 2) . 
if and only if we have 
L=‘; (kM,+t) 
r=O 
(6.3) 
with MO, . . . , Mk-l ( not necessarily distinguished ) solutions of the inequality 
a M+‘* s a”+‘,+l _t a’,. (6.1) 
reover, if L is given by (6.3), then we have 
a(LsJ) = a U”;:,-j (W&l,)+0 . (6.3’) 
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Proof. First we prove that L given by (6.3) is a solution of (6.2). In fact, by hypothesis, 
we have 
WE{O,l,...,k-1) a~~+‘~Wz~~+‘~+*+u’~. 
By Lemma 5.7(i) and (ii), this inequality implies 
vt E (0,. . . , k - 1) okM,+k’,+r < qkM,+k’,+k+‘+ qkf,+f 
Since J_ = kl,, by Lemma 5.6 this inequality implies that L = uf$ (kM, + t) is a 
solution of (6.2). 
Conversely, let t be a solution of (6.2). For any t E (0,. . . , k - 1) there is an 
M1 G N such that [Lj, = kM,i- t. Moreover, by Lemma 5.6 we have the following 
inequality: 
which implies, by Lemma 5.7(i) and (ii) 
a M,+J_/k s 4 M,+l+J_/:r + aJ_/km 
Since J_/k=I,, for each tE{O,..., k- l), M, is a solution of (6.1). Since 
L = Ufzi [L],, the first part of the statement holds. 
Finally, if L is given by (6.3), by Remarks 5.1 and 5.2, we have 
a(/J) = .J + *J+L+l_ aJ+L = c?J + aJ++L _ =J_+L 
k-l 
= akl,+{O,. . . , k-l) 
+ki’ Q 
kl,+kM,+k+r _ 
c a 
kI,+kM,+t 
r=o t=O 
k-l 
= c ~‘(~k)‘**.M,‘; 
t=o 
i.e., (6.3’) holds. U 
The following lemma shows that, for the construction of the solutions M of (6.1), 
it is sufficient o know the solutions M’ of ( .I) having min M’ > 0. 
Lemma 6.3. A subset M c N is a solution of 
oM+I~aM+l+l+Cpl 
(6.0 
having min M = 0 $ and only if 
3tcN M={O,...,t}u(M’+t+l) (6.4) 
with M’ a solution of (6.1) and either M’ = Q) or min M’ > 0. Moreover, if M is given 
by (6.4), then we have 
aWJ) = q’+laU’C’) 
D (6.4’) 
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Proof. First we show that if M is a solution of (6.1) with min M = 0, then (6.4) 
holds. This is trivially true if there is a t E N such that M = (0,. . . , t}. Otherwise we 
have that 
and there is a t E N such that min M+ = t + I > 0. Moreover, it is clearly evident hat 
we have 
Vm E (M_\(O)) v ( \{t+l}) m> t+l. (6 6) . 
Since M is a solution of (6.1), by Lemma 5.8 we have a M-+1 G a M++l + a ‘. Subtracting 
a’ from both sides of the preceding inequality we have 
a(M_\(OI)+I < q(M+\{‘+‘I)+’ + a +‘+’ . 
By (6.6) and Lemma %7(i), this inequality implies 
aC(M_\IO)Hr+l)l+l s aI(M+i(r+l})-(r-cl)l+l + a’ . (6.7) 
Let us consider the set M’s N defined by the equations 
MI_=(M_\{O})-(t+l), M:=(M+\{t+l})-(t+l). (6.8) 
By Lemma 5.8, inequality (6.7) implies that M’ is a solution of (6.1), and (6.5) 
implies M’ # 0. Moreover, by (6.6) we have 
min M’ = min MI_ = (M_\(O)) - (t + 1) > 0. 
Finally, by (63) we have 
M-=(M’+t+l)u{O}, M+=(M:+t+l)u{t+l) 
which implies M={O,..., t}u(M’+t+l). 
Conversely, let M = (0, . . . , t} u (M’+ t + 1) with M’ a solution of (6.1): we m- st 
prove that M is a solution of (6.1). This is trivially true if M’= 0. Suppose that 
min M’> 0. By Lemma 5.8 we have aM1+’ s a”:+’ -+ a’ which implies, by Lemma 
5.7(i), 
a 
Mr+l+r+l s a MJ+I+r+l + al+r+l, 
Ad&g 4’ to the two sides of the foregoing inequality we get 
a({O}U{M~+r+l})+l s a({O}uM;)+r+l+I + aI . (6.9) 
Since min M’> 0, we have 
M_={O}u{MI+t+l}, M+={t+lJ~~{M:+t+l}. 
Then, by (6.9) and Lemma 5.8, M is a solution of (6.1). Moreover, if is given 
by (6.4), by Remark 5.1 we have 
a(M,O=a’+M+l+aI _a’+M=aI+M++aI _aI+M_ 
= a I+r+l+ al+r+l+M: _ af+r+l+M1; 
i.e., (6.4’) holds. Cl 
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Lemma 6.4. Let (I, J) be a factorization of P( n). Let k E N such that 
J=k&+{O,l,..., k-l}, I=k& 
with (II, J, ) a factorization of P(nl k). M is a solution of the inequality 
aM+I < aM+I+l + .I (6.1) 
having min M > 0 if and only if there is a solution L of the inequality 
a L+‘, < a L+l+J, + .J, (6.2) 
having min L> 0 such that 
M=kL+{O,l,..., k-l}. (6.10) 
Moreover, for any solution L of (6.2), M given by (6.10) is a solution of (6.1). If M 
is given by (6.10) then we have 
a(M”) = ak(W,) . (6.10’) 
Proof. Let L be a solution of (6.2). Then, by Lemma 5.8, we have that 
a L-+JI < a L++JI +g’,. 
This inequality, by Lemma 5.7(ii) implies 
akL-+W, s a kL++w, + awl. 
Set M=kL+{O,..., k - 1). Since I = kJ1, M_ = kL_ and M+ = kL+, by Lemma 
5.8, we have that M is a solution of (6.1). Moreover, if min L > 0, then min M > 0. 
Conversely, suppose that M is a solution of (6.1) and min M > 0. We must prove 
that (6.10) holds. By Lemma 5.8 we have a M-+1 s Q M++l +a’. Moreover, by Lemmas 
5.11 and 57(ii), we have 
This inequality, by Lemma 5.8, implies that L defined by 
L_ = M-/k, L+= M+/K (6.11) 
is a solution of (6.2). Since min M = min M- z 0, we have min L = min L- > 0. 
Moreover, by (6.11) we have 
kL_ = M_, kL+ = M,_ 
which implies M = kL+{O, 1,. . . , k - 1). 
Finally, if M is given by (6.10), by Remark 5.1, we have 
a(M”) = Q’+“+’ + aI _ aI+M = QI +al+M+ _ Q’+“_ 
= uk$ + akL,+WI _ $L+kJ, = gW-.J,L 
9 
i.e., (6.10’) holds. •J 
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For example, if we consider the following factorization of P(60): 
(I, J) = ({0,2,4,30,32,34}, (0, 1,6,7,12,13,18,19,24,25}), 
by the preceding algorithm we can construct his solution 1M of inequality (6.1): 
M = (0, 1,2,33,34,39,40,45,46,51,52,57,58}, 
and the polynomial u(~~‘): 
*UW) = Q {3.5,7.35,37,93} 
. 
By Theorem 4.3, we have the finite maximal code C with two b’s: 
c = a6O + a~0.2,4,30,32J4~ ~~IO,‘,6.7,‘2.13,18.19.24} + q{3S.7J%37.931 ba25 
+ a{0,2,4,30,32.341 ba {0.1,2.33.34,39.40,45,46.51.52,52,~7,~8}~~2~~ 
The following proposition shows the relation between solutions of inequalities 
(6.1) and (6.2) and the factorizations of cyclic groups. Precisely it proves that the 
preceding algorithm allows us to construct any factorization (T, R) of 8, such that 
either T or R is one factor of a factorization of Pin). Moreover, it characterizes 
W iHip. L) with respect o (T, R). The idea of this result was due to the knowledge 
of a counterexample by S. Salemi [ 171 to a conjecture in [d, p. 3981. First we give 
a definition. 
Definition 6.5. Given a factorization (T, R) of Z,,, for each z E (0, . . . , n - 1) there 
exists an s, E N such that z + ns, E T + R. Let us define (T, R, z) as follows: 
I 0 (T,Ryz)= {z+snlsE{O,...,sZ-1)) if s, = 0, otherwise. 
Proposition 6.6. Let (I, J) be a factorization of P( n). Then M (resp. L) is a solution 
of the inequality 
a M+X_/aM+l+l+al, (resp. aLfJSaL+J+‘-+aJ) (6.1,6.2) 
if and only if there exists a factorization (T, J) (resp. (I, R)) of Z, such that 
aT = #W) = *M+i+l+ 4’ _ aM+I (6.1’) 
trespe # = a(L’J) = &+J+l + .J _ &+I) (6.2’) 
and M (resp. L) is given by 
M==“ijl(T,J,z) 
z=o 
resp. L = nG (I, R, z) . 
z=@ > 
(6.12) 
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&~of. Let (Z, J) be a factorization of P(n). 
(i) Let A# be a solution of (6.1) such that min 1M > 0. Let us consider the 
polynomial 
C=l+a’(~+b-l)(aJ+aMb)=a”+a~baJ’~o~~a*baMb+a~My~~b. 
(6.13) 
By Theorem 4.3, C is 2 firrite maximal code. oreover, since min 1M > 0, we have 
b E C By (5.13) one can see that 
Thus? by Theorem 2.4, we have that ((AI, I), J) is a factorization of B,. 
Let m E MI Then there exists a z E (0,. . . , n-1)andansAsuchthatm=z+sn. 
We have s < s, since otherwise, by (6.13), one has 
bd”be bu”bn(baJ(an)*afM*l’ b)c Cn(C’)+, 
a contradiction since C is a code. 
Conversely, let z f (0, . . . , n - 1) and suppose that there exists an s E tN such that 
s < s,. Then, for each s < s*, let us consEder the word b2a’+“” b2. Since C is a finite 
maximal code and by Theorem 2.1, we have 
3x, y E A* xb2az+‘” b2y E C*. 
By this relation, since 0 L I@ we have bar-esn b E C+. Sin&e ZX’+~” b L be J (a” )*d”%, 
by (6.13), we have z + sn E M. 
(ii) Let 1M be a solution of (6.1) such that min 1M = 0. Then, by Lemma 6.3, we 
have 
34 M={ , . . . 8, t)u(M’+t+1} 
with M’ a solution of (6.1) and either IU’ = @ or :min A4’> 0. We have that ((M’, I), J) 
is a factorization of Z,. Indeed, if min M’ > 0, this was proved in (i). Otherwise we 
have (AT, I) = Z and (Z, .Z) is a factorization of P(n). Moreover, by the same Lemma 
6.3, we have th,t u(~“)= a’+‘~(~‘? Since ((A!‘, I), J) is a factorization of B,, we 
have (( ‘, I) + t + I, J) is a factorization of B,. 
In order to prove (6.12) we must show that 
n-l 
I), J, z) = y-j [(:w, I), J, z)+ t-t l]u{O,. . l , t}. 
z=o z=O * 
(6.14) 
Let f E (0,. . . , n - 1) and let us denote by s, (resp. s:) the integer given in Definition 
6.S with respect to the factorization ((X, I), b) (resp. ((M’, I), 37)). Then there exists 
an mf( ‘, Z),j E I such that 
z-km,= auz+j+t+l. (6.15) 
.Z, z) is contained in the set on the 
e statement holds. Suppose that (( 
-hand side of (6.14). 
), J, z) # (3. For each 
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s E N such that s C s, and z + ns s t, we have z + ns E (0,. . . , t}. Suppose that there 
exists an s < s, such that z + ns > t and let s be the smallest inczger with respect o 
this condition. Then we have 
3yc{O,..., n-l} z+ns=t+l+y. (6.16) 
By this equation and by (4.15) we have 
3rE{O,..., n-l} z+ns,- t-l=m+j=t+ns: 
=z+ns-t-l+n(s,-s)=y+n(s,-s). 
By this equation we have 
y=r, s,-s=s:. 
By definition of ((M’, I), .I, r) we then have 
WE (0,. . . , s: -1) r+s’nc((M’, I), J, r). 
By this relation and by (6.16) we have 
WS,E{S,...,Sz -1) z+ns,c((M’, Z),J, r)+t+l. 
Conversely, we must prove that ((M’, I), J, z) + t + 1 is contained in the set on 
the left-hand side of (6.14). Indeed, it is clearly evident that 
(0 , . . . , t}s n!j ((M, I), J, z). 
r=O 
By definition there exists an m E (M’, I), j E J such that 
z+ns:=m+j. 
If s: “0, the conclusion holds. Otherwise by (6.17), we have 
z+nsL+t+l=m+j+t+l. 
Moreover, we have 
3gEfUrE{o,..., n-1) z+t+l=gn+r. 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
(6.19) 
By (6.18) and (6.19) we then have 
z+nsL+t+l=m+j+t+l=r+(g+s:)n=r+ns,. 
Since s, = g + s: # 0, by definition of ((M, I), J, r) we have 
Vs,E{O,...,g+s:- 1) r+ nsl E ((Ad, I), J, 7). 
By this relation and by (6.19) we obtain 
Vs’E{O,...,S:- 1) z+ns’+t+lE(( I), A e. 
(iii) Let L be a solution of (6.2). If n = 1, we have the conclusion by (i). Otherwise, 
let k E N such that 
J=kZ,+{O ,..., k-l), Z= 
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Then (II, .Z, ) is a factorization of P( n/ k) (see Theorem 3.3). By Lemma 6.2 we have 
L=;G;(k,+g) (&J)=‘ti (k(M,, Z,)+g), 
= g=o 
where, for each g E (0,. . l , k - l}, Mg is a solution of the inequality q”+‘a s 
0 M+l+f~ + 4’1. By (i) and (ii), ((M,, ZJ, .ZJ is a factorization of Pnik. For each h in 
10 , . . . , n/k - l}, let us denote by sh,g the integer given in Definition 6.5 with respect 
to the factorization ((M,, I,), .Z,). We prove that ((L, .Z), I) is a factorization of P,. 
Indeed, let z be an element of (0,. . . , n - 1). We have 
3gc{O,..., k-1}3hE{O,..., nfk-1) z=kh+g. (6.20) 
Since (( Mg, II ), J1 ) is a factorization of Hnik, it holds that 
3m~(M,,Z,),jEJ, h+s,,n/k=m+j. (6.21) 
By (6.20) and (6.21) we have 
(6.22) 
Moreover, one can see that an element of (0, y l . , n - 1) may be written uniquely as 
a sum modulo n of an element of (L, J) and an element of Z. Then ((L, J), I) is a 
factorization of Z, and by (6.22) we have 
% = S&g, (6.23) 
where the relation between z, h and g is given by (6.20). 
Now we must prove that 
“G (Z,(L, J),z)=‘; ./;_I ((Mg, I,), J1, h) +g 
I > 
. (6.24) 
i.!=O g=o h=O 
We show that (Z, (L, J), z) is contained in the set on the right-hand side of (6.24). 
If (Z, (t, J), z) = 0, the statement holds. Suppose that (Z, (L, J), z) f: 0 and z is given 
by (6.20). Let s E kJ: s < s,. We have to prove that z+ sn belongs to the set on the 
right-hand side of (6.24). By (6.23) we have s, = sh,g; then ((Mg, II), Jl, h) # 0. By 
definition of (( Mg, Zl), Jl 9 h), we have 
sE(O,...,S, -1) h+:n/kE((Mg, I,), Jl, h). 
By this relation and by (6.20) we have 
VsE{O,...,sz-11) z+sn= kh+ksn/k+gE k((M,, PI), J1, h)+g. 
Conversely we show that, for each g E (0, . . . , k - 1) and h E (0,. . . , n/k - I}, the 
set k(( Mg, Ii ), JI, h) + g is contained in the set on the left-hand side of (6.24). If 
(( Mg, I,), Jl, h) = 0, the conclusion holds. Otherwise we have to prove that 
vs +O, l l l 3 sh,g -1) kh+sn+ge”G(Z,(L,J),z). 
z=o 
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Let us consider z = kh + g. We have z E (0,. . . , n - 1). Moreover, by (6.23) and by 
the definition of (I, (r, J), z), we have 
VSE{O,...,S,- 1) kh+sn+g=z+snE(I,(L,J),z). 
(iv) By induction on n we prove that if ( T, J) (resp. (I, R)) is a factorization of 
Z,, then there exists a solution 1M (resp. L) of (6.1) (resp. (6.2)) such that 
T=(M, I) (resp. R = (L, J)). 
By (i), (ii), (iii) this will conclude the proof of the proposition. 
Let n =p be a prime number and (T, J) a factorization of 
card( T)card( J) = p, we have 
J={O,...,p-1}, 3tcN T=(t). 
Then, if we set 
if t = 0, 
5*..9 t - 1) otherwise, 
we find that M is a solution of (6.1) (see Remark 6.1) and T = (M, I). 
Let (I, R) a factorization of Z,. Since card( I)card( R) =p, we have 
I=(O), 3&-,,...,&_,~lhl R=‘d {u+p&}. 
v=o 
If we set 
L= I-j, [(y{“P))+V]. _= = 
A “0 
then L is a solution of (6.2) (see Lemma 6.2) and R = (L, 9). 
Let n EN be such that n is not a prime number and let us suppose that the 
statement holds for n’ E N, n’ < n. Then there exists a k E N, k # 1, k # n such that 
I=w,, J=kI+{O,...,k-1) 
and (I,, J1) is a factorization of P( n/ k) (see Theorem 3.3). Let ( T, J) be a factoriz- 
ation of B, such that min T = 0. Let us prove that it holds that 
VhE{O,..., n/k-1}3tcT,jckI, t+j=kh+nskh. (6.25) 
We prove (6.25) by induction over h. If h = 0, then (6.25) holds since 0 E T n J. Let 
h E (1,. . . , n/k- 1) and suppose that (6.25) holds for h’E (0,. . . , n/k - l}, h’< h. 
Since (T, J) is a factorization of B,, we have 
3tcT,jcJ kh+nsk,=t+j. (6.26) 
Then we have 
3i~11,mdV,hl,hZ~{0,...,k-1) j=ki+h,,t=km+h,. (6.27) 
By (6.26) ;cad (6.27) we obtain 
h1 + h2 = 0 (mod k). (6.28) 
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By contradiction, suppose that (6.25) does not hold for h. Then, by’(6.26-6.28), we 
have 
hl, h+(l)..., k-l}, h,+h,=k (6.29) 
By the induction hypothesis it holds that 
WE T i%I, k(h-l)=t’+ki’(mod n). (6.30) 
Then, by (6.26), (6.27) and (6.29), 
km+ki+ha=t+ki=k(h-l)+hz+nskh. 
By this relation and by (6.30) we have 
t+ki= t’+(ki’+h,) (mod n) 
and this is a contradiction since, by (6.29), we have that ki # ki’+ h2 E J. Then (6.25) 
holds. 
Let us denote by T’ the subset of T defined as follows: 
T’=(tET/3jck11,hc{0,...,n/k-l}t+j=kh(modn}. 
It is clearly evident hat for each t E T’ we have t = 0 (mod k). Moreover, by (6.25), 
we have that (T’/& I*) is a factorization of P,,k. Since we have 
card(T) = n/card(J) = n/(k card(&)) = card( T’), 
we have T = T’. By the induction hypothesis there exists a solution L of the inequality 
3 L+J, < Q L+l+J 
I+ uJl such that T/k = (L, J1). By Lemma 6.4 we have that 1M = 
kL+(O,. . . , k - 1) is a solution of inequality (6.1) and (M, I) = k( L, J1) = T. 
oreover, since 0 E T, either M = Q) or min M > 0. 
Let (T, J) be a factorization of Z, such that min T = p > 0. Then we have that 
(T-p, J) is a factorization of 8, such that min( T-p) = 0. Tlus there exists a 
solution M’ of (6.1), with either M’= 0 or min M’> 0, such that T-p = (M’, I). 
By Lemma 6.3 we have that M={O,...,p-l}u(M’+P) is a solution of (6.1). 
Moreover, by the same lemma, we have 
(M, I)=p+(M’, I)= T. 
Let (I, R) be a factorization of H,.. Then, for each g E (0, . . . , k - 1) we have 
Vh E (0,. . . , n/k-1}3icI,rER kh+g=i+r(modn). (6.31) 
Since I = kJ1 and kin, we have 
EljEJ1,meN i=kj,r=km+g. (6.32) 
by (6.31) and (6.32) we have that there exists a subset I$ c N, with ( Rg, J1) factoriz- 
ation of Bnlk, such that 
(6.33) 
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By hypothesis of induction there exists a solution 
a*+“g+‘l+ .‘I such that 
of the inequality aRIB+Il G
Rg = (M,, I* )* (6.34) 
By Lemma 6.2 we have that L, defined by L = Ui$ (kM, + g), is a solution of (6.2). 
Moreover, by the same lemma, we have that 
(W)=~J (NM,, I,)+g) (6.35) 
g=o 
Then, by (6.33-6.35), we have R = (L, .I). q 
Remark 6.7. Lemmas 6.2,6.3,6.4 with Remark 6.1 give a direct proof of the 
following statement: 
a ‘+‘+* + a’ - aL+J E N[a] 3 atLsJ) has coefficients 0,l. 
Indeed, these results do not use Theorem 4.3. Moreover, one can see, by induction 
on n, that for any step of the algorithm atLsJ) is a polynomial with coefficients 0,l. 
Remark 6.8. Let (I, J) be a factorization of P(n). One can see, by induction on n, 
that the pair ((M, I), (L, .I)) defined by (6.1’) and (6.2’) is a factorization of H,. 
This gives a different proof of a part of the statement in Proposition 6.6. 
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